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a b s t r a c t
People often make the well-documented mistake of paying too much attention to the outcomes of others’
actions while neglecting information about the original intentions leading to those outcomes. In five
experiments, we examine interventions aimed at reducing this outcome bias in situations where intentions and outcomes are misaligned. Participants evaluated an individual with fair intentions leading to
unfavorable outcomes, an individual with selfish intentions leading to favorable outcomes, or both individuals jointly. Contrary to our initial predictions, participants weighed others’ outcomes more—not
less—when these individuals were evaluated jointly rather than separately (Experiment 1).
Consequently, separate evaluators were more intention-oriented than joint evaluators when rewarding
and punishing others (Experiment 2a) and assessing the value of repeated interactions with these individuals in the future (Experiment 2b). Third-party recommenders were less outcome-biased in allocating
funds to investment managers when making separate evaluations relative to joint evaluations
(Experiment 3). Finally, raising the salience of intentions prior to discovering outcomes helped joint evaluators overcome the outcome bias, suggesting that joint evaluation made attending to information about
intentions more difficult (Experiment 4). Our findings bridge decision-making research on the outcome
bias and management research on organizational justice by investigating the role of intentions in
evaluations.
Published by Elsevier Inc.

Half of the results of a good intention are evil; half the results of an
evil intention are good.
[Mark Twain, ‘‘The Dervish and the Offensive Stranger”]

1. Introduction
Consider a well-intentioned physician who conducts a thorough
physical exam on a patient and discovers the patient has as a condition that could be potentially serious if left untreated. The physician prescribes medication recommended by the American
Medical Association, but the patient later dies from extremely rare
complications after taking the medication. Now imagine instead
that a more selfish physician conducts a cursory physical on the
same patient in order to leave work early and consequently overlooks the patient’s condition. The condition remains untreated,
and the patient lives for another 40 years without complications.
As Twain’s quote and these anecdotes suggest, ‘‘good” intentions
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do not necessarily lead to desired outcomes, and ‘‘bad” intentions
do not necessarily lead to unfavorable outcomes. The wellintentioned physician could face a malpractice lawsuit, while the
more selfish physician would not face any punishment. Our legal
system reflects individuals’ tendency to focus on outcomes when
judging behavior (Baron & Hershey, 1988), but as prior research
has shown, distributing rewards and punishment based on the
desirability of end results can perpetuate suboptimal decisionmaking (Gino, Moore, & Bazerman, 2012; Levitt & Dwyer, 2002;
Moore, Tetlock, Tanlu, & Bazerman, 2006).
Organizations can benefit from a better understanding of how
to help individuals look beyond end results. The literature on the
outcome bias concludes that individuals overweight outcome
favorability when making evaluations (Allison, Mackie, &
Messick, 1996; Baron & Hershey, 1988; Hastie & Dawes, 2001).
That is, people perceive the same decision (e.g., a surgeon decides
to operate on a patient) to be lower in quality when it leads to a
bad outcome (the patient dies) rather than a good outcome (the
patient survives), all else being equal. In organizational contexts,
employees are more likely to be satisfied with unfair procedures
if their outcome is favorable to them than if it is unfavorable to
them (Brockner & Wiesenfeld, 1996; Messick & Sentis, 1979). Thus,
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much of the research on the outcome bias has focused on how individuals neglect information about the quality of others’ decisions
(e.g., the surgeon’s decision to operate) or the process that led to
those outcomes (e.g., the fairness of procedures).
Whereas prior research in organizational justice has focused on
how outcome favorability both influences and is influenced by perceptions of decision quality and procedural fairness (Brockner &
Wiesenfeld, 1996; Leventhal, 1980; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Thibaut &
Walker, 1975), we consider another important antecedent of outcomes: intentions. Judgments of others’ intentionality—that is,
whether their behavior is perceived to be goal-directed or
accidental—influence people’s perceptions (Dennett, 1987;
Heider, 1958; Shultz & Wells, 1985) and determine the course of
social interactions (Fiske, 1989; Heider, 1958; Shaver, 1985). We
study situations in which individuals neglect information about a
decision-maker’s intentions, which can be crucial and relevant to
evaluation when outcomes are idiosyncratic. In many cases,
intentions and outcomes of decisions match: the outcome achieved
fully reflects the individual’s original intentions. However, in our
fundamentally noisy and complex world, intentions and outcomes
often diverge. In the current research, we examine such situations
and investigate factors that may help individuals pay attention to
others’ intentions instead of the outcome of their decisions.
One possible strategy for reducing the outcome bias as a consequence of intention neglect entails evaluating different outcomes
and the intentions that led to them jointly rather than separately.
For instance, managers may choose to evaluate the performance
reviews of multiple employees simultaneously rather than sequentially. Joint evaluation describes situations in which two different
options are evaluated simultaneously, whereas separate evaluation
describes contexts in which each option is presented and evaluated
on its own (Bazerman, Loewenstein, & White, 1992; Hsee,
Loewenstein, Blount, & Bazerman, 1999). Relative to separate evaluation, joint evaluation has been shown to increase reason-based
decisions in both amoral (Bazerman, Moore, Tenbrunsel, WadeBenzoni, & Blount, 1999) and moral contexts (Bazerman, Gino,
Shu, & Tsay, 2011; Gino, Shu, & Bazerman, 2010; Gino et al.,
2012). These findings suggest that joint evaluation may reduce
the outcome bias relative to separate evaluation, especially in situations where outcomes and intentions are incongruent. Therefore,
prior research would predict that joint evaluation of both bad
intentions leading to good outcomes and good intentions leading
to bad outcomes may mitigate the outcome bias relative to separate evaluation of each decision.
However, results from a pilot study we conducted revealed that
when information about the intentions of the decision maker was
varied, joint evaluation exacerbated rather than reduced the outcome bias in those who could reward or punish others. In this pilot
study (replicated in Experiment 2a), participants evaluated (1)
either a partner who made a fair decision that had the expected
value of benefitting both the participant and the partner equally,
(2) a partner who made a selfish decision that would likely benefit
the partner more than the participant, or (3) both the fair and selfish partners jointly. Participants then learned that despite the fair
partner’s intentions, the participant received a worse outcome relative to the partner; in contrast, in spite of the selfish partner’s
unfair decision, the outcome favored the participant more than
the partner (see Appendix A in the Online Supplement for more
details). In this situation where intentions and outcomes were misaligned, separate evaluators factored in their partners’ intentions
more when rewarding and punishing their partners relative to
joint evaluators.
Based on the results of this pilot study, this paper presents five
experiments showing the conditions in which joint evaluation
enhances the outcome bias rather than reducing or eliminating
it. In particular, we tested situations in which both the intention

of the decision maker and the outcome of the decision differed
across individuals. We show that joint evaluations repeatedly led
to greater bias toward outcomes, whereas separate evaluations
led participants to consider intentions more heavily. We then consider how joint evaluation enhances the outcome bias, extend
these findings to managerial contexts where individuals evaluate
employees with varied intentions and outcomes, and explore interventions aimed at mitigating the outcome bias in joint-evaluation
contexts. We conclude by discussing the theoretical and practical
implications of our findings.
2. Outcome bias due to neglect of decision quality and
procedures
From a rational perspective, individuals with full information
about both the decisions and outcomes involved in a situation
should not base their evaluation solely on outcomes, particularly
in situations where outcomes reflect noise in the environment
and provide no additional information about the quality of a decision (Bazerman & Moore, 2013; Hastie & Dawes, 2001). However, a
long stream of research has shown that people consistently overweigh outcome information in their evaluations of decision quality. In a classic example, participants rated the quality of a
surgeon’s decision to perform a risky operation (Baron &
Hershey, 1988). Although participants read about identical decision processes, they received different information about the outcome of the surgeon’s decision. Participants who read that the
patient died soon after the surgery rated the surgeon’s decision
to operate to be of lower quality than did participants who read
that the patient survived.
Research on procedural fairness has mainly focused on the
structural processes (e.g., guidelines for selecting the decision
maker, rules for ensuring that a decision maker does not abuse
power, or procedures that allow change in allocations) used to
arrive at a particular outcome (Brockner & Wiesenfeld, 1996;
Lind & Tyler, 1988), leaving a gap in research on the interventions
that help individuals more carefully consider others’ thought processes, including the intentions behind their decisions. We seek to
fill that gap with the current research.
3. Outcome bias due to intention neglect
While prior research has examined the outcome bias as a result
of neglecting decision quality and procedural fairness, this research
focuses on the factors that influence whether individuals make
outcome-biased evaluations as a result of neglecting important
information about others’ intentions. For example, managers frequently evaluate multiple employees, all of whom have different
intentions that produce varied outcomes. When intentions and
outcomes differ, neglect of intentions could lead people to reward
individuals with bad intentions and punish those with good
intentions.
Existing research suggests that individuals tend to ignore information about intentions when information about outcomes is
available (Cushman, 2008; Cushman, Dreber, Wang, & Costa,
2009; Pizarro, Uhlmann, & Bloom, 2003; Weiner, 1995). People
are more likely to give themselves credit for their own good intentions—even if they fail to follow through on them (Kruger &
Gilovich, 2004). However, when evaluating others, they are more
focused on the outcomes reached than on the intentions behind
those actions (Jones & Nisbett, 1971). In particular, when both
intentions and outcomes differ, individuals tend to neglect information about intentions in the presence of idiosyncratic outcomes
(Cushman, 2008; Cushman et al., 2009; Pizarro et al., 2003;
Weiner, 1995). Previous studies (e.g., Cushman et al., 2009;
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Stanca, 2010) that compared responses to identical outcomes
reached by different combinations of intentional choices and
chance found that accidental outcomes were the main factors guiding punishment.
Furthermore, related research in behavioral ethics and moral
psychology has shown that outcome information prevents individuals from considering the actor’s intentions to act ethically or
unethically. For example, outcome information influences attributions of blame and responsibility (Alicke & Davis, 1989; Lowe &
Medway, 1976; Schroeder & Linder, 1976) and ethical judgments;
people evaluate actions based on ethically questionable intentions
that lead to negative consequences as more unethical and blameworthy than the same actions when they generate positive outcomes (Gino et al., 2010, 2012).
Despite evidence that individuals neglect intentions when outcomes are present, little work has investigated interventions aimed
at helping individuals consider others’ intentions. Charness and
Levine (2007) suggest that explaining what the intended outcomes
might have been could mitigate intentions neglect. In their study,
employees worked harder when their firm released information
that it had good intentions to pay them well, even if actual pay
was later reduced due to the firm’s bad luck. Building on this
research, we present five studies aimed at taking a broader
approach to understanding the impact of intentions on evaluations
of others’ decisions that led to desirable or undesirable outcomes
and investigate the conditions in which individuals tend to ignore
intentions.
4. Joint evaluation
Prior research on the outcome bias, distributive justice, and procedural fairness has primarily studied individuals’ evaluations of
one specific situation (Brockner & Wiesenfeld, 1996; Gilliland,
1994; Lind & Lissak, 1985; McFarlin & Sweeney, 1992). These studies compare individuals’ reactions to an unfavorable outcome that
arose from an unfair process against other respondents’ reactions
to an unfavorable outcome that arose from fair processes. That is,
they investigate separate evaluation. However, managers and
employees often evaluate multiple situations simultaneously—that
is, they often engage in joint evaluation. For example, managers
may decide whether to promote multiple employees who all have
differing motivations for wanting the job and differing performance in their current roles.
These modes of evaluation—separate and joint—differentially
impact the extent to which individuals make biased decisions.
Individuals exhibit more rational preferences when evaluating
options jointly than when evaluating options separately
(Bazerman, Schroth, Shah, Diekmann, & Tenbrunsel, 1994;
Bazerman, Tenbrunsel, & Wade-Benzoni, 1998; Bazerman et al.,
1992; Zikmund-Fisher, Fagerlin, & Ubel, 2004). As a result, joint
decision-making decreases gender-based discrimination in hiring
decisions (Bohnet, van Geen, & Bazerman, in press), promotes more
optimal consumption choices (Hsee et al., 1999), and reduces the
impact of victim identifiabilty on biased moral judgments (Gino
et al., 2010).
One explanation offered by past research for findings of preference reversals under joint evaluation is that making decisions
simultaneously is more likely to generate reflective and reasonbased thinking, whereas making separate evaluations is more
likely to generate choices based on affective responses
(Bazerman & Moore, 2013; Bazerman et al., 1998, 2011). That is,
individuals are more likely to make decisions based on their first
impulses when presented with options separately rather than
jointly (Milkman, Chugh, & Bazerman, 2009; Moore &
Loewenstein, 2004). Another explanation is that by allowing
individuals to consider various options simultaneously, joint
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evaluation provides them with more information about the decision (Gino et al., 2010; Hsee et al., 1999), while separate evaluation
only invokes internal reference points (Kahneman & Miller, 1986).
Prior work finding that joint evaluation debiased decisions
focused on decisions in fairly simple contexts (Bazerman et al.,
1992; Gino et al., 2010; Hsee et al., 1999; Kahneman, Ritov,
Jacowitz, & Grant, 1993; Nowlis & Simonson, 1997). For instance,
in original demonstration of preference reversals under joint evaluation, participants evaluated two possible negotiation outcomes—
an equal split or a money-maximizing option—either separately or
jointly. Similarly, in a study by Gino et al. (2010), participants evaluated the ethicality of different acts, holding the decision-making
process and intentions of the actors constant. By making different
alternatives available, joint evaluation provides a comparison point
for evaluation and thus highlights keys differences on attributes
that are easily overlooked in separate evaluation contexts.
However, in more complex contexts, when multiple attributes
vary simultaneously, joint evaluation might lose that advantage.
Although past research offers a compelling argument that joint
evaluation is an effective tool for reducing biases, the evaluability
hypothesis suggests that joint evaluation is not necessarily beneficial if simultaneous comparisons do not offer any additional information about the attributes of options or the relative importance of
these attributes beyond what individuals can deduce from separate
evaluation (Bazerman et al., 1999; Handgraaf, Dijk, Wilke, &
Vermunt, 2004; Hsee, 1996; Wang & Murnighan, 2013). In contexts
where joint evaluation provides information on multiple factors, it
may actually increase bias. When intentions and outcomes vary,
joint evaluation may divert attention away from intentions, which
are more often difficult to infer, toward outcomes, which are more
salient.
Our pilot study (replicated in Experiment 2a) provided initial
evidence that joint evaluators are more outcome-biased relative
to separate evaluators in contexts where intentions and outcomes
are misaligned. We found that when making judgments of an individual with fair intentions leading to unfavorable outcomes or an
individual with selfish intentions leading to favorable outcomes,
separate evaluators judging only one of the two individuals were
more likely to reward based on intentions, while joint evaluators
judging both individuals were more likely to reward based on outcomes. In support of these findings from our pilot, studies in which
individuals evaluated varying intentions and outcomes simultaneously under a strategy method (similar to joint-evaluation contexts) found individuals were more biased toward outcomes
(Cushman et al., 2009), whereas a different study in which individuals evaluated varying intentions and outcomes on a case-by-case
basis using the direct response method (similar to separate valuation) found greater reliance on intentions (Gerstenberg, Lagnado, &
Kareev, 2010). Consistent with results from our pilot and previous
studies, we test the following hypothesis: compared to separate
evaluators, joint evaluators are less (more) likely to evaluate negatively (positively) and punish (reward) individuals who reach good
outcomes despite selfish intentions.
Joint evaluation may prevent individuals from being able to recognize intentionality as the more relevant attribute when evaluating the decision maker. Thus, in situations where intentions and
outcomes are misaligned, we predict that joint evaluators are more
likely to ignore less salient but important information on intentions and instead focus on easier-to-evaluate factors that have
more salient and clear consequences: outcomes.
5. Overview of present research
We conducted five experiments to test how two different
modes of evaluation, joint and separate, influence the outcome
bias. In Experiment 1, we tested whether joint evaluation would
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exacerbate the outcome bias in situations where intentions and
outcomes are unconnected. In Experiment 2a, we explored how
individuals respond to accidental outcomes under different modes
of evaluation. In Experiment 2b, we tested whether the findings of
Experiment 2a would hold when evaluators have to select a partner for additional games with concrete rewards based on their
evaluation. In Experiment 3, we investigated whether these findings would hold when individuals either jointly or separately evaluated investment managers, demonstrating the organizational
implications of our findings. Finally, in Experiment 4, we extended
our investigation by requiring individuals to make preliminary
reward decisions before outcomes were revealed and found that
this intervention reduced the outcome bias in joint contexts.
6. Experiment 1: Outcome bias under joint vs. separate
evaluation
Experiment 1 tested whether overreliance on outcomes in evaluation of others is more prevalent in joint evaluation relative to
separate evaluation contexts. Based on findings in our pilot study,
we predicted that in situations where intentions and outcomes are
not aligned, the outcome bias would be stronger in joint evaluation
than in separate evaluation contexts.
6.1. Method
6.1.1. Participants
One hundred and ninety-four individuals (51% male, 49%
female, Mage = 28.45, SD = 10.59) from a pool of participants managed by a university in the northeastern United States participated
in the study for $15.
6.1.2. Design and procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three experimental conditions. Sixty-six participants evaluated a physician
who had good intentions that led to unfavorable patient outcomes,
63 participants evaluated a physician who had selfish intentions
that led to favorable patient outcomes, and 65 participants evaluated these two physicians jointly. Participants were told the physicians could choose between two equally effective drugs to treat
their patient (drug names were counterbalanced throughout the
study):
Both drugs [Xenosilycate and Zencomayacil] are equally effective in clinical tests. In the majority of the cases (95% of the
time), patients recover fully within 24 hours. In very rare
instances (5% of the time), both drugs can cause side effects,
such as nausea, bleeding in the stomach, or loss of appetite.
Extensive research has shown that there is absolutely no
method to determine who will be influenced by side effects,
so there are no tests that doctors can run to determine whether
patients will experience these side effects ahead of time.
Although both drugs were equally effective based on clinical
tests, one was cheaper for the patient, while the other would generate more revenue for the physician:
The doctors receive different Medicare reimbursement fees for
administering these drugs. The reimbursement for [Zencomayacil] is 20% higher than [Xenosilycate], so the physician pockets
more money by prescribing [Zencomayacil]. However, this drug
is more expensive for the patient.
Participants evaluating the well-intentioned physician learned
that the doctor prescribed the cheaper drug to save the patient
money. Despite these good intentions, the patient suffered from
adverse side effects and spent the night at the hospital. Participants

5
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Fig. 1. Physician ratings by condition for Experiment 1. Error bars reflect ±1
standard error from the mean.

evaluating the physician with selfish intentions learned that the
doctor prescribed the more expensive drug to generate more revenue for the clinic. Although the physician had selfish intentions,
the patient made a full recovery without side effects or hospitalization. In the joint evaluation condition, participants evaluated both
physicians. The order of the scenarios was counterbalanced.
6.1.3. Dependent measure
After learning the outcome of the drug treatment, participants
imagined they had been given the opportunity to review the doctor
on a crowd-sourced website tracking the quality of physicians (1
star = very bad, 5 stars = very good).
6.2. Results
Across all studies unless otherwise noted, we conducted linear
mixed model analyses for continuous dependent variables and
logistic mixed model analyses for binary variables, treating participants as random intercepts and the framing of evaluation (joint vs.
separate), intention/outcome combinations (fair intentions leading
to unfavorable outcomes vs. selfish intentions leading to favorable
outcomes), and their interactions as fixed effects.1 We unpack
interactions with simple effects and present only relevant main
effects. (For more details about all analyses conducted, see Appendix
C in the Online Supplement.)
6.2.1. Physician ratings
We found a significant interaction between framing of evaluation and intentions, confirming that the difference in ratings for
selfish and well-intentioned physicians differed more in the joint
condition than in the separate evaluation condition, F(1, 255)
= 13.98, p < 0.001, gp2 = 0.05. When participants evaluated physicians jointly, participants rated the selfish physician (M = 4.14,
SD = 0.89) more positively than they did the well-intentioned
physician (M = 2.79, SD = 1.27), B = 1.35, t(255) = 7.03, p < 0.001.
However, when participants made their evaluations separately,
ratings for the well-intentioned physician (M = 3.33, SD = 1.18)
did not differ from those of the selfish physician (M = 3.67,
SD = 1.00), B = 0.33, t(255) = 1.72, p = 0.09, suggesting that separate evaluators were less outcome-biased than joint evaluators
(see Fig. 1 and Table 1).
6.3. Discussion
Experiment 1 provided initial evidence that joint evaluators
were more likely to neglect intentions and overweight outcomes
as compared to separate evaluators. We found that joint evaluators
evaluated good outcomes more favorably despite selfish
intentions. In Experiments 2a and 2b, we investigated how these
1

For our analyses, we dummy coded our independent variables.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics by condition for the dependent measures in Experiment 1.
Standard deviations are reported in parentheses.
Doctor ratings
Separate

Selfish Intentions, Favorable Outcome
Fair Intentions, Unfavorable Outcome

Joint

Selfish Intentions, Favorable Outcome
Fair Intentions, Unfavorable Outcome

3.67
(1.00)
3.33
(1.18)
4.14
(0.89)
2.79
(1.27)

findings extend beyond mere evaluations of individuals with selfish or good intentions and affect behaviors towards these
individuals.
7. Experiment 2a: Rewarding and punishing based on
accidental outcomes
Experiment 1 tested how the mode of evaluation—joint or separate—influenced the extent to which individuals incorporated
information about others’ intentions in their evaluations. How do
these evaluations then translate into behavior toward these individuals? To examine behavior toward these targets of evaluation,
we adopted a paradigm developed by Cushman et al. (2009) that
dissociates intentions from outcomes and allows individuals to
reward and punish others based on information about others’
intentions and outcomes. Evaluators can choose to reward or punish their partner based on the partner’s decision to roll either a fair
die or a selfish die that would determine the final payoffs for both
players.
Because we are interested in the effect of evaluation mode on
the outcome bias, we focus primarily on the difference in evaluations of partners that reached either (1) unfavorable outcomes
for the evaluator despite selecting the fair die or (2) favorable outcomes for the evaluator despite selecting the selfish die. Rewarding
favorable outcomes in spite of selfish intentions more than unfavorable outcomes despite fair intentions indicates an outcome bias,
and comparing these differences in rewards between joint and
separate modes of evaluation reveals the extent to which joint
evaluators are comparatively outcome-biased relative to separate
evaluators. We expected to replicate results from Experiment 1
showing that individuals are more outcome-biased under joint
evaluation as compared to separate evaluation.
7.1. Method
7.1.1. Participants
Three hundred individuals (51% male, 49% female, Mage = 33,
SD = 11.66) recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk participated in a 20-min online study for $0.75, a standard rate for this
market.
7.1.2. Design and procedure
We randomly assigned participants to one of three conditions:
99 participants evaluated a hypothetical partner with fair intentions that led to an unfavorable outcome for the participant, 100
participants evaluated an individual with selfish intentions that
led to a favorable outcome for the participant, and 101 participants
evaluated both partners with fair and selfish intentions leading to
unfavorable and favorable outcomes jointly.
In all conditions, participants played the ‘‘die game,” which generates accidentally generous or accidentally selfish outcomes
(Cushman et al., 2009). Participants were asked to imagine that

Table 2
Payoff distribution of Die A and Die B in Experiment 2.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Payoff for Die A (Selfish Die)
Evaluator (Player 2)
$0
Die Selector (Player 1)
$10

$0
$10

$0
$10

$0
$10

$5
$5

$10
$0

Payoff for Die B (Fair Die)
Evaluator (Player 2)
Die Selector (Player 1)

$5
$5

$5
$5

$5
$5

$0
$10

$10
$0

$5
$5

they had been paired with a partner whose task was to choose
between two different dice—Die A (a ‘‘selfish” die) and Die B (a
‘‘fair” die)—and roll the selected die to determine the payoffs for
the die selector and the participant. All participants were assigned
to play the role of an evaluator (Player 2). In separate-evaluation
conditions, participants imagined that they had one partner (Player
1), whereas in the joint-evaluation condition, participants imagined they had two partners (Player 1 and Player 3).
The choice between Die A and Die B signaled to participants
whether their partner(s) had selfish or fair intentions (see Table 2
for payoff chart). Partners who chose Die A signaled selfish intentions, as the distribution of the outcomes was less favorable
toward the participant: rolling 1, 2, 3, or 4 benefitted the die selector (partner) with $10, but left the participant with $0; rolling a 5
led to a fair allocation, leaving both the die selector and the participant with $5; and only a die roll of 6 benefitted the participant
with $10, giving the die selector $0. Thus, selection of Die A
signaled the partner’s selfish motivations, as Die A had a higher
probability of arriving at a favorable allocation for the partner at
the cost of reaching an unfavorable allocation for the participant.
In contrast, Die B signaled fair intentions, as the distribution of
outcomes equally favored both the die selector and the participant:
rolling 1, 2, 3, or 4 led to fair outcomes, with both the die
selector and the participant receiving $5; rolling a 5 favored the
die selector with $10, while providing the participant with $0;
and rolling a 6 favored the participant with $10, while giving the
die selector $0.
Those in the separate-evaluation condition were informed that
their partner (Player 1) chose either Die A (the ‘‘selfish” die) or Die
B (the ‘‘fair” die). Participants who were paired with partners who
selected the ‘‘selfish” die imagined that the die landed on a 6, giving participants $10 and leaving the die selector with $0. In contrast, those paired with partners who selected the ‘‘fair” die
imagined that the die landed on a 5, providing the partner with a
generous $10 outcome and leaving the participant with $0. Thus,
half the participants in the separate-evaluation condition were
paired with partners whose actions had favorable outcomes for
the participants despite selfish intentions, and the other half
received undesirable outcomes despite their partner’s fair
intentions.
In the joint-evaluation condition, participants were paired with
two partners who independently determined which die to roll. Participants were informed that one of their partners (Player 1) chose
Die B (the ‘‘fair” die), which landed on a 5, leaving participants with
$0 and this partner with $10; in contrast, they were informed that
their other partner (Player 3) chose Die A (the ‘‘selfish” die), which
landed on a 6, leaving this partner with nothing and giving participants $10. Thus, participants in the joint-evaluation condition
made reward and punishment decisions for both Player 1, who
rolled an unfavorable outcome despite his fair intentions, and
Player 3, who rolled a desirable outcome for the participant despite
his selfish intentions. Participants first learned about both players’
die selection on one screen. On the following screen, participants
read information about the outcome of the selected die and then
evaluated both players.
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7.1.3. Dependent measures
After learning the outcome of the die selections, participants
imagined they had been given the opportunity to reward or punish
each partner with a maximum of $9. They were told the allocation
would change only their partner’s allocation and not their own.
Our main dependent variables include (1) whether evaluators
decided to reward or punish and (2) the allocation amount. We
coded rewards as positive allocations and punishments as negative
allocations. Those who evaluated both partners (Player 1 and
Player 3) jointly could reward or punish both players up to $9 each.
All participants were informed of this opportunity at the beginning
of the study when they learned the rules of the game, and they
were reminded about this opportunity after learning the outcome
of the die roll(s).

Number of participants

18

Joint

Fig. 2. Reward and punishment decisions by condition for Experiment 2a.

7.2. Results
7.2.1. Allocations
We found a significant interaction between framing of evaluation and intentions, confirming that allocation of rewards for favorable and unfavorable outcomes differed in the joint condition but
not in the separate condition, F(1, 397) = 9.50, p = 0.002, gp2 = 0.02.
When participants made decisions jointly, rewards differed
based on outcomes, B = 3.82, t(397) = 4.81, p < 0.001. Participants
rewarded the selfish partner (M = $4.20, SD = 4.54) more than they
did the fair partner (M = $0.39, SD = 5.64). However, under separate
evaluation, the amount of reward based on evaluation of the fair
partner (M = $2.09, SD = 6.43) did not differ significantly from that
of the selfish partner (M = $2.44, SD = 5.82), B = 0.34, t(397)
= 0.43, p = 0.67, suggesting that separate evaluators were less
outcome-biased than joint evaluators (see Table 3).
7.2.2. Percent rewarding
A multi-level logistic regression revealed an interaction
between the framing of evaluations and intentions on reward decisions, B = 1.10, Wald v2 = 2.58, p < 0.001, odds ratio = 3.01. Joint
evaluators were more likely to reward selfish individuals (72%)
than fair individuals, (41%), B = 1.37, Wald v2 = 4.31, p < 0.001,
odds ratio = 3.94. Separate evaluators also rewarded selfish (57%)
and fair partners (51%) in similar proportions, B = 0.26, Wald
v2 = 0.92, p = 0.36, odds ratio = 1.31.
7.2.3. Percent punishing
We also found an interaction between the framing of evaluations and intentions on punishment decisions, B = 1.21, Wald
v2 = 2.38, p = 0.02, odds ratio = 0.23. Joint evaluators were more
likely to punish partners with fair intentions (33%) than those with
selfish intentions (10%), B = 1.48, Wald v2 = 3.76, p < 0.001,
odds ratio = 1.66, whereas separate evaluators punished fair
(29%) and selfish partners (24%) in similar proportions, B = 0.27,
Wald v2 = 0.84, p = 0.40, odds ratio = 0.76 (see Fig. 2).
Table 3
Descriptive statistics by condition for the rewards and punishments measured in
Experiment 2a. Standard deviations are reported in parentheses for the continuous
variable, and exact proportions are provided in parentheses for binary variables.
Allocation
to Partner

Percent
Reward

Percent
Punishment

Separate

Selfish Intentions,
Favorable Outcome
Fair Intentions,
Unfavorable Outcome

$2.44
(5.82)
$2.09
(6.43)

57%
(57/100)
51%
(50/99)

24%
(24/100)
29%
(29/99)

Joint

Selfish Intentions,
Favorable Outcome
Fair Intentions,
Unfavorable Outcome

$4.20
(4.54)
$0.39
(5.64)

72%
(73/101)
41%
(41/101)

10%
(10/101)
33%
(33/101)

7.3. Discussion
Experiment 2a showed that joint evaluators were more likely to
neglect intentions and overweight outcomes as compared to separate evaluators. More specifically, our results showed that joint
evaluation of fair intentions and selfish intentions exacerbated
the extent to which individuals rewarded and punished others’
behaviors based on outcomes. Put differently, separate evaluators
appeared less outcome-biased than joint evaluators. Relative to
joint evaluators, separate evaluators were more likely to reward
good intentions, even when the outcome was unfavorable.
The presence of the outcome bias in joint-evaluation contexts is
consistent with results that Cushman et al. (2009) found under the
strategy method. In their studies, all evaluators in a withinsubjects design essentially made joint evaluations as they
rewarded or punished their partner across a variety of scenarios
in which their partners’ intentions and outcomes were either
aligned or mismatched.
One possible limitation of Experiments 1 and 2a is that participants made their evaluations based on hypothetical scenarios.
Experiment 2b investigates whether the results are generalizable
to situations in which individuals’ decisions have real consequences for their partners. Additionally, an alternative explanation
of these findings is that participants were motivated to reward or
punish their partners not for their intentions or outcomes, but
instead to reduce inequity between workers. Because the purpose
of rewarding or punishing partners was left to participants’ own
interpretations, joint evaluators may have been more motivated
than separate evaluators to redistribute earnings between partners
such that both partners would receive relatively equal pay. We
address this possibility in Experiment 2b.

8. Experiment 2b: Outcome bias in repeated interactions
In Experiment 2a, rewarding partners based on intentions was
not necessarily the normative choice, as we did not provide a clear
goal to participants about the purpose of the reward-andpunishment task. As a result, participants could have interpreted
the reward-and-punishment task as a means to redistribute
wealth. Thus, joint evaluators in Experiment 2a may have appeared
more outcome-biased than separate evaluators because they were
more sensitive to the inequity between their partners.
To address this confound, we developed a paradigm in which
making decisions based on their partners’ intentions was the more
rational decision. After participants played the die game, as in
Experiment 2a, they made decisions about whether they wanted
to continue interacting with their partner in the future—a decision
that should not be influenced by information about idiosyncratic
outcomes achieved in the prior game. In this new task, participants
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in Experiment 2b had the option to participate in a multi-round
dictator game in which the same partner was the dictator across
all rounds. Whereas the partners’ intentions and outcomes were
not necessarily aligned in the die game, they were perfectly aligned
in this dictator game because the outcomes for the participant
were exactly what their partner—the dictator—had intended.
When evaluating whether to play this multi-round dictator game
with their partner, participants benefited from ignoring information about outcomes from the die game in favor of information
about their partners’ intentions. Thus, Experiment 2b allows us
to demonstrate whether individuals are outcome-biased in
repeated interactions, where intentions matter more than
outcomes.
If joint evaluators in Experiment 2a made decisions to redistribute payoffs, then we expect to replicate the results in the die
game, but then find no differences across conditions in individuals’
preferences to interact with their partners in the multi-round dictator game. These findings would suggest that joint evaluators
were not more outcome-biased than separate evaluators. However,
if individuals were reacting to their partners’ intentions, then joint
evaluators would also be more outcome-biased in their preferences to interact with their partner relative to separate evaluators.
Additionally, whereas participants in Experiment 2a made decisions in hypothetical contexts, participants in Experiment 2b were
paired with real partners and made decisions that could have real
consequences for their partners.

informed that some participants would be randomly selected,
and if they were selected, they would actually receive a $10
endowment, an amount based on the outcome of their die roll,
and any additional reward or punishment of up to $9 based on
their partner’s decision. Thus, Player 1s could earn a minimum of
$1 and a maximum of $29 in the die game. Twelve Player 1s with
selfish intentions leading to favorable outcomes and another
twelve Player 1s with fair intentions leading to undesirable outcomes were selected to be randomly paired with Player 2s and
received additional payment based on their partner’s decisions.
For the multi-round dictator game, Player 1s (former die selectors now playing the role of dictators) were informed that they
would be playing an allocation game that includes five rounds.
For each round, they were given an extra $1 and determined
how much to send to Player 2 (evaluator). Depending on their decisions, they could keep a minimum of $0 and a maximum of $5 in
total. Responses from the same 24 Player 1s selected in the die
game were used to determine allocations to Player 2s in the dictator game.
Player 1’s selections in the die game (whether they selected the
fair die or the selfish die) was significantly correlated with both the
average allocation (r = 0.19, p = 0.02) and total allocation (r = 0.18,
p = 0.03) in the dictator game, suggesting that fair Player 1s in
the die game also allocated more money in the multi-round dictator game (M = $1.59; SD = 1.11) relative to selfish partners in the
die game (M = $1.16; SD = 1.19).

8.1. Method

8.1.3. Design and procedure for Player 2s (evaluators)
Participants from university subject pools were all assigned to
the role of Player 2 and were informed that they would be randomly partnered with Player 1s (die selectors) from another session. All Player 2s (evaluators) were informed that their response
could be randomly selected to impact the outcome for their
partners.

8.1.1. Participants
We recruited two groups of participants: (1) Player 1s who
played the role of die selectors in the die game and the dictator
in the multi-round dictator game, and (2) Player 2s—evaluators
who made allocations to their partners (Player 1s) based on their
partners’ die selection and determined whether they wanted to
play in the subsequent dictator game.
One hundred and sixty-two individuals (63.6% male, 36.4%
female, Mage = 35.20 SD = 11.06), recruited through Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk, played the role of the Player 1 (die selector and
dictator) in exchange for $0.50. We included several attention
checks. For instance, we asked participants to select the last option
instead of the correct answer to an arithmetic problem to make
sure that they read the instructions carefully. Seven participants
did not pass the filter questions and were eliminated from the
study automatically.
Two hundred and five participants with a background in economics and finance were recruited from two universities in the
northeastern United States (43.7% male, 56.3% female, Mage = 21.50
SD = 3.25) and played the role of the Player 2 (evaluator) in
exchange for a $10 Amazon gift card. All participants passed attention checks and were informed that they would be paid additional
money based upon their decisions.
8.1.2. Design and procedure for Player 1s (die selectors and dictators)
Participants from Mechanical Turk were all assigned to the role
of Player 1 (die selector and dictator) and were informed that they
would be playing a die game and an allocation game with a Player
2 (evaluator). These participants were paid $0.50 for their participation with the potential for additional compensation based on
the die selected, Player 2’s allocations, and their multi-round
dictator-game allocations. More specifically, Player 1s (die selectors) were informed they would be paired with Player 2s (evaluators), who would provide either rewards or punishments based on
their die selections and outcomes reached. Player 1s read information about the payoff for Die A (the selfish die) and Die B (the fair
die), made their die selection, and rolled a virtual die. They were

8.1.3.1. Die game. Similar to Experiment 2a, all Player 2s (evaluators) were randomly assigned to one of three conditions based
on the responses from Player 1s (die selectors): 66 participants
evaluated a fair partner with an unfavorable outcome for the participant, 70 participants evaluated a selfish partner with a favorable outcome for the participant, and 69 participants evaluated
both fair and selfish partners with unfavorable and favorable outcomes jointly.
8.1.3.2. Allocation in die game. We used the same dependent variables as in Experiment 2a. After learning the outcome of the die
selections, participants had the opportunity to reward or punish
each partner with a maximum of $9. They were told that if they
were randomly selected, their decision would impact their partner’s (Player 1’s) allocation but not their own.
8.1.3.3. Multi-round dictator game. Player 2s (evaluators) were also
informed that they would play another game with the same Player
1—the die selector in the die game. In this game, Player 1 would be
given an extra $1 in each round and would determine how much to
keep or give to Player 2. Player 2 (the evaluator) was told that
Player 1 would receive a total of $5 across five rounds to allocate.
Player 2s were informed that if they were randomly selected, they
would receive payoffs in this multi-round dictator game based on
the outcome of the game.
In the joint evaluation condition, Player 2s (evaluators) were
informed that they would play this game with one of their partners, selected at random (the selfish partner or the fair partner in
the die game). Player 2s were also informed that both partners
determined how much money to allocate to them in each of the
five rounds and made these decisions independently. If randomly
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selected, Player 2s would participate in this multi-round dictator
game for real money with their randomly chosen partner.
8.1.3.4. Value of future interaction. After Player 2s (evaluators)
learned the rules of the multi-round dictator game, we elicited
their perceived value of playing this game with their partner using
the Becker-Degroot-Marschak” (1964) elicitation method. Player
2s were informed that instead of playing this game with their partner, they had the option to receive a certain amount of money.
Player 2s indicated the lowest amount of money between $0 and
$5 they were willing to accept for certain in order to take this dollar amount over continuing to play with the same partner. They
were informed that a computer would randomly give them an offer
of an amount of money between $0 and $5. If the computer offered
them an amount greater than the threshold, then Player 2s would
keep the amount offered and would not have the opportunity to
play in this multi-round dictator game with their partners. However, if the computer offered them an amount less than the threshold, then Player 2s played the dictator game with their partners.
Thus, the higher the threshold, the more participants valued playing with their partner. Joint evaluators indicated two values—one
for each partner.
Player 2s (evaluators) randomly selected in this game received
either the amount that the computer offered or what their partner
(Player 1) decided, depending on their decisions and the computer’s offered amount. For joint evaluators, one of the partners
was randomly selected to play the dictator game, and Player 2s
received either the amount that the computer offered or the allocation from the randomly selected partner (dictator).
Taken together, our main dependent variables include (1)
whether Player 2s (evaluators) decided to reward or punish Player
1s (die selectors) in the die game (‘‘trembling hand game” in
Cushman et al., 2009), (2) the allocation amount in the die game,
and (3) the perceived value of participating in a multi-round dictator game with their partner (Player 1).

8.2.2. Percent rewarding
We found a marginal interaction between the framing of evaluations and intentions on reward decisions, B = 0.93, Wald
v2 = 1.89, p = 0.06, odds ratio = 2.55. Joint evaluators rewarded
partners with selfish intentions (61.8%) and fair intentions
(48.5%) in similar proportions, B = 0.53, Wald v2 = 1.53, p = 0.13,
odds ratio = 1.70. Separate evaluators also rewarded selfish
(57.14%) and fair partners (66.7%) in similar proportions,
B = 0.41, Wald v2 = 1.14, p = 0.25, odds ratio = 0.67.
8.2.3. Percent punishing
We found an interaction between the framing of evaluations
and intentions on punishment decisions, B = 1.20, Wald
v2 = 2.05, p = 0.04, odds ratio = 0.30. Joint evaluators were more
likely to punish partners with fair intentions (38.2%) than those
with selfish intentions (23.5%), B = 0.69, Wald v2 = 1.84,
p = 0.07, odds ratio = 0.50, whereas separate evaluators punished
fair (15.2%) and selfish partners (22.9%) in similar proportions,
B = 0.51, Wald v2 = 1.14, p = 0.26, odds ratio = 1.66 (see Fig. 3).
8.2.4. Value of future interactions with partner
We found that the interaction between the framing of evaluation and intentions is significant, showing that the perceived value
of having future interactions with the partner differed based on the
mode of evaluation, F(1, 264) = 4.79, p = 0.03, gp2 = 0.02.
When participants made decisions jointly, participants valued
interacting with partners who had fair intentions in the prior game
(M = $2.57, SD = 1.22) more than selfish partners (M = $2.24,
SD = 1.12), B = 0.34, t(264) = 2.35, p = 0.02. Although separate evaluators also valued playing with fair partners (M = $3.06, SD = 1.17)
more than selfish partners (M = $2.17, SD = 1.06), B = 0.89, t(264)
= 4.44, p < 0.001, that difference was greater in the separateevaluation condition than the joint-evaluation condition.

8.2. Results
8.2.1. Allocations in die game
We found a significant interaction between the framing of evaluation and intentions, confirming that participants in the separateevaluation condition were less outcome-biased, F(1, 268) = 6.29,
p = 0.01, gp2 = 0.02. Under joint evaluation, the amount of reward
based on evaluation of the fair partner (M = $1.22, SD = 6.62) did
not differ significantly from the selfish partner (M = $2.61,
SD = 5.61), B = 1.63, t(268) = 1.57, p = 0.12. However, separate
evaluators rewarded the partner with fair intentions (M = $4.22,
SD = 5.89) more than they did the partner with selfish intentions,
(M = $2.17, SD = 6.04), B = 2.06, t(268) = 1.97, p = 0.049, suggesting
that separate evaluators were less outcome-biased and paid more
attention to intentions than joint evaluators did (see Table 4).
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Fig. 3. Reward and punishment decisions by condition for Experiment 2b.

Table 4
Descriptive statistics by condition for the rewards and punishments measured in Experiment 2b. Standard deviations are reported in parentheses for continuous variables, and
exact proportions are provided in parentheses for binary variables.

Separate

Selfish Intentions, Favorable Outcome
Fair Intentions, Unfavorable Outcome

Joint

Selfish Intentions, Favorable Outcome
Fair Intentions, Unfavorable Outcome

Allocation to Partner

Percent Reward

Percent Punishment

Value of Playing with Partner

$2.17
(6.04)
$4.22
(5.89)

57.14%
(40/70)
66.7%
(44/66)

22.85%
(16/70)
15.15%
(10/66)

$2.17
(1.06)
$3.06
(1.17)

$2.61
(5.61)
$1.22
(6.62)

61.8%
(42/68)
48.5%
(33/68)

23.5%
(16/68)
38.2%
(26/68)

$2.24
(1.12)
$2.57
(1.22)
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8.3. Discussion
The results of Experiment 2b provide further support for
Hypotheses 1 and 2, showing that separate evaluators factored
their partners’ intentions into their evaluations and decisions more
than joint evaluators did. Not only did separate evaluators punish
fair partners less than joint evaluators in a one-shot game, but they
also valued having future interactions with their partner more in a
multi-round dictator game—a situation where partners’ intentions
and outcomes are more aligned. These findings rule out the possibility the joint evaluators in the die game were privy to their partners’ intentions but chose to ignore their evaluations to satisfy
their desire to redistribute earnings evenly. That is, these findings
demonstrate that joint evaluators were less likely to attend to
information about their partners’ intentions, even in contexts
where doing so would make them better off in the future.
9. Experiment 3: Outcome bias in decision making for others
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compensation to the adviser (Star Trade), or another fund that had
lower risk-adjusted returns but offered more compensation to the
adviser (Gold Stone). All participants were provided the following
financial information about each fund: risk-adjusted returns,
volatility, and compensation that these advisers received for
investing in the fund.
Star Trade
Fund:

Gold Stone
Fund:

Risk-adjusted Return: 0.46
Volatility: 0.82%
Compensation to the adviser: 0.1% of initial
investment
Risk-adjusted Return: 0.35
Volatility: 3.13%
Compensation to the adviser: 0.9% of initial
investment

9.1.1. Participants
Three hundred and forty-two individuals (59.9% male, 40.1%
female; Mage = 35.96, SD = 11.08), recruited through Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk, participated in a 20-min online study in
exchange for $0.75. Participants were full-time employees who
have been working in their current industry for an average of
8.8 years (SD = 8.58). We included attention checks used in Experiment 2b. One participant did not pass through the filter questions
and was eliminated from the study automatically.

The choice of fund signaled the investment managers’ intentions to
participants. Investment managers who selected the objectively
better Star Trade fund for their client sacrificed higher compensation for themselves in service of the client’s best interest, whereas
those who selected Gold Stone were acting out of self-interest to
maximize their own payoff at the expense of the client.
Participants in the separate-evaluation condition were
informed that the investment manager they were evaluating chose
either the Star Trade or Gold Stone fund. Those evaluating a selfish
investment manager learned that the manager chose the Gold
Stone Fund and that at the end of the year, Gold Stone outperformed the market and the client made $15,000. In contrast, those
evaluating a fair investment manager learned that the manager
chose the Star Trade Fund, which underperformed the market
and led the client to lose $15,000. (See the Online Supplement
for the full protocol.) Therefore, half of the participants in the
separate-evaluation condition evaluated an investment manager
who gave clients favorable outcomes despite having selfish intentions, while the other half evaluated a manager who offered unfavorable outcomes to clients despite fair intentions.
In the joint-evaluation condition, participants evaluated both
investment managers (the fair manager whose decision resulted
in an unfavorable outcome for the client and the selfish manager
whose decision resulted in a favorable outcome for the client)
and were informed that the two managers independently determined which fund to select. Both managers’ selections and the outcome of their decisions were presented simultaneously to the
managers.

9.1.2. Design and procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions: One hundred and sixteen participants evaluated an investment manager with fair intentions that led to an unfavorable
outcome, 114 participants evaluated an investment manager with
selfish intentions that led to a favorable outcome, and 112 participants evaluated both individuals jointly.
In all conditions, participants were asked to imagine they were
giving investment advice to a friend seeking to invest $500,000. In
the joint-evaluation condition, participants advised two friends
who had different investment managers. These investment managers were responsible for helping clients make sound investment
decisions. All participants were given a short introduction with
explanations of relevant financial terms and passed a short quiz
before participating in the experiment (see Appendix B in the
Online Supplement for details).
Participants were informed that the investment manager they
were evaluating selected one of two possible funds for a past client: one fund that had higher risk-adjusted returns but offered less

9.1.3. Dependent measures
Next, participants were informed that their friend was seeking
their recommendation regarding how much of $500,000 should
be actively managed by their respective investment manager and
how much of it should be passively invested in the S&P 500. Participants were given a slider ($0–$500,000) to indicate how much of
the total $500,000 amount they thought their friend should allocate to the investment manager. As they indicated their decision
on the slider, a second slider below automatically adjusted the
remaining amount that would go to S&P 500, such that 100% of
the money would be invested.
In addition, participants rated the investment manager’s intentions on the following two items: the extent to which the manager
acted in the client’s best interest (1 = not at all, 7 = very much) and
how they would describe the investment manager’s intentions
(1 = extremely bad, 7 = extremely good) (a = 0.92). Additionally, participants rated the extent to which they were paying attention to
the manager’s fund selection relative to return for the past client.
The slider had a range from 100 (‘‘only investment manager’s

In Experiment 2b, joint evaluators were more outcome-biased
than separate evaluators in a context where individuals were making personal assessments about the value of repeated interactions
with either selfish or fair partners. In Experiment 3, we test
whether joint evaluators would also be more outcome-biased
when making recommendations to others about whether they
should have future interactions with selfish or well-intentioned
individuals. Additionally, whereas previous studies employed scenarios in a medical context and economic games, this study examines the impact of outcome information on individuals’ evaluations
of investment managers in a financial context. We predicted that,
third-party recommenders would also be susceptible to the outcome bias when making reward and hiring decisions and that this
bias would be stronger in joint-evaluation contexts.
9.1. Method
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past investment choice”) to 100 (‘‘only investment manager’s past
return for client”), but the values were not visible to the participants. Participants also indicated the extent to which they liked
and felt close to the manager (a = 0.93; Rudman, 1998) and indicated their own likelihood of hiring the investment manager
(1 = not at all, 7 = very much). Finally, participants answered demographic questions.
9.2. Results
For brevity, results on self-reported attentiveness to intentions,
liking and hiring are reported in the Online Supplement.
9.2.1. Allocation recommendation
We found a significant interaction between framing of evaluation and intentions, F(1, 450) = 13.09, p < 0.001, gp2 = 0.03. Joint
evaluators recommended allocating more to the selfish investment
manager (M = $249,422.12, SD = 112,154.63) than to the fair manager (M = $181,856.48 SD = 112,178.35), B = 67,565.63, t(450)
= 6.04, p < 0.001. However, separate evaluators recommended allocating similar amounts of money to the fair investment manager
(M = $177,287.94, SD = 115,419.58) and the selfish one (M =
$175,333.42, SD = 131,626), B = 1,954.52, t(450) = 0.13, p = 0.90,
suggesting that separate evaluators were less outcome-biased than
joint evaluators.
9.2.2. Intentions
We found a significant interaction between outcome and mode
of evaluation, F(1, 450) = 12.36, p < 0.001, gp2 = 0.02, suggesting
that managers with favorable and unfavorable outcomes were perceived differently under separate and joint evaluations. Joint evaluators rated fair-intentioned advisers (M = 5.01, SD = 1.31) and
selfish advisers (M = 4.69, SD = 1.46) similarly, B = 0.32, t(450)
= 1.66, p = 0.09. However, separate evaluators rated fair advisers’
intentions higher (M = 5.06, SD = 1.28) than the intentions of selfish
advisers (M = 3.77, SD = 1.72), B = 1.28, t(450) = 6.69, p < 0.001
(see Table 5).
9.2.3. Attention to manager’s fund selection relative to the past client’s
returns
We found a significant interaction between the outcome and
evaluation mode, F(1, 450) = 5.64, p = 0.02, gp2 = 0.02. Joint evaluators indicated that they were paying attention to outcomes when
they evaluated both selfish investment managers (M = 16.54,
SD = 52.99) and fair managers (M = 13.78, SD = 51.51), B = 2.77, t
(450) = 0.76, p = 0.45. In contrast, when participants made their
evaluations separately, attention ratings for the manager with selfish intentions (M = 3.85, SD = 54.54) were significantly different
from those for the manager with fair intentions (M = 11.78,
SD = 48.31), B = 15.64, t(450) = 2.29, p = 0.02. We also found a

Table 5
Descriptive statistics by condition for the reward and punishment, best interest,
liking, and promotion measured in Experiment 3. Standard deviations are reported in
parentheses.

Separate

Joint

Allocation to
Manager

Intentions

Attention

Selfish Intentions,
Favorable Outcome
Fair Intentions,
Unfavorable Outcome

$175,333.42
(131,626.002)
$177,287.94
(115419.58)

3.77
(1.72)
5.06
(1.28)

3.85
(54.54)
11.78
(48.31)

Selfish Intentions,
Favorable Outcome
Fair Intentions,
Unfavorable Outcome

$251,669.16
(110,101.56)
$178990.32
(108,489.42)

4.69
(1.46)
5.01
(1.31)

16.54
(52.99)
13.78
(51.51)

marginally significant main effect of evaluation mode, as separate
evaluators paid less attention to outcomes (and more attention to
intentions) (M = 4.04, SD = 51.97) than joint evaluators did
(M = 15.16, SD = 52.16), F(1, 450) = 3.86, p = 0.05, gp2 = 0.009.
We tested for mediated moderation to examine whether perceptions of the partner’s intentions explain effect of the interaction
between evaluation mode and outcome on allocation decisions
(Baron & Kenny, 1986). When controlling for perceptions of the
partner’s intentions, the interaction between evaluation mode
and outcome was significantly reduced (from B = 105.16, t = 3.15,
p = 0.002 to B = 55.97, t = 1.82, p = 0.07), and perceived intentions
predicted allocation decisions (B = 51.34, t = 9.76, p < 0.001). A
bootstrap analysis indicated that the 95% bias-corrected confidence interval for the size of the indirect effect excluded zero for
separate evaluators ( 90.83, 44.94), but included zero for joint
evaluators ( 36.13, 2.64), revealing that perceptions of the partner’s intentions mediated the relationship between outcome and
allocation decision for separate evaluators but not for joint evaluators (MacKinnon, Fairchild, & Fritz, 2007).
9.3. Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 demonstrate that joint evaluation
exacerbates the outcome bias in organizational contexts, even
when evaluators do not receive any direct benefits from rewarding
outcomes. Furthermore, self-reports of evaluators demonstrate
that joint evaluators were less attentive to their partners’ intentions, explaining our effect that joint evaluation exacerbates the
outcome bias.
10. Experiment 4: Lack of consideration of intentions under
joint evaluation
Building on the results of Experiments 1–3, Experiment 4
sought to reduce the outcome bias through interventions requiring
individuals not only to make judgments about their partners
before learning their outcomes, but also to make preliminary
reward decisions before outcomes are revealed. Beyond testing a
potential intervention to mitigate the outcome bias, Experiment
4 also serves as a test of the mechanism underlying our effect.
Whereas Experiment 3 tested the role of perceived intentions via
mediation, we test its role via moderation (Spencer, Zanna, &
Fong, 2005) by directly manipulating the extent to which intentions are salient.
Specifically, half of the joint and separate evaluators rewarded
their partner at the end of the study, as in Experiments 2a and
2b—after they discovered their partner’s die selection and the outcome of the die roll. The other half of joint and separate evaluators
not only made allocation decisions at the end of the study, but also
made preliminary allocation decisions for their partners after they
discovered their partner’s intentions but before they discovered
the outcome of the die rolls. Participants made decisions that could
have real financial consequences for their partners. Because joint
evaluators were less attentive to intentions, we predicted that
making preliminary reward decisions would be particularly helpful
in reducing reliance on outcomes for joint-evaluators.
10.1. Method
10.1.1. Participants
Five hundred forty-two participants (58% male, 42% female;
Mage = 30.07, SD = 10.71) adopting the role of Player 2s were
recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to participate in a
20-min online study in exchange for $0.75. Player 2s were asked
to reward or punish their partner, selected from a separate group
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of 224 Mechanical Turk participants. These partners were paid
$0.25 with the potential for additional compensation based on
the die selected and the allocation of their assigned Player 2 (52%
male, 48% female; Mage = 32.33, SD = 11.83).
10.1.2. Design and procedure
Evaluators were randomly assigned to one of six conditions in a
2 (preliminary allocation vs. no preliminary allocation)  3 (separate evaluation of individuals with generous intentions leading to
unfavorable outcomes, separate evaluation of those with selfish
intentions leading to favorable outcomes, and joint evaluation of
both types of individuals) study design.2
As in Experiment 2, separate evaluators in the role of Player 2
were randomly paired with one of 34 previous MTurk participants
(from the pool of 224 participants recruited to be Player 2’s partners). Those making preliminary decisions were asked to provide
a reward and punishment decision and then rate the intentionality
and generosity of each partner before finding out the outcome of
the die selection. Upon learning the final outcomes, participants
were reminded of their initial reward and punishment decisions
for each partner and then asked to make final reward and punishment decisions.
In contrast, those who did not make a preliminary allocation
decision followed a similar protocol to that described in Experiment 2 and then answered questions about the intentionality
and generosity of their partner after learning the final outcome.
At the end of the study, all participants rated their partner and
answered demographic questions.
Participants were informed that if they were randomly selected,
their decisions would have real consequences for their partner.
More specifically, five percent of evaluators (27 Player 2s) were
randomly selected to receive payment based on the outcome of
the die roll (either $0 or $10) and to issue the rewards or punishments they allocated to their partner. Those asked to make preliminary allocations were informed that if they were randomly
selected, there was a 25% chance that their preliminary reward
or punishment decision would be meted out to their partner and
a 75% chance that their final reward or punishment decision would
be enacted.3 Joint evaluators were instructed that if they were randomly selected, both partners would receive their respective
rewards and punishments. Evaluators (Player 2s) did not incur any
financial costs or benefits based on their reward or punishment decisions. That is, they did not need to give away their own money to
reward their partners, and they could not keep any money gained
from punishing their partners.
10.1.3. Dependent measures
Participants were asked to reward or punish die selectors up to
a maximum of $9 after finding out the outcome of the die selection.
Those asked to make preliminary allocations could reward or punish die selectors up to a maximum of $9 immediately after finding
out the partner’s die selection. Participants making preliminary
allocations also rated the generosity (1 = extremely selfish,
2

In Study 4, from a total sample size of N = 542, 99 participants made separate
evaluations of fair partners, but were not asked to allocate a preliminary reward; 85
participants made separate evaluations of fair partners and were asked to make a
preliminary reward; 94 participants were randomly assigned to separate evaluation
of selfish partners, but were not asked to allocate a preliminary reward; 87
participants were randomly assigned to separate evaluation of selfish partners and
made a preliminary reward decision; 77 participants made joint evaluations but did
not make a preliminary reward, and 100 participants made joint evaluations with
preliminary reward.
3
For those in the preliminary intentions condition, we set the incentive structure
(25% preliminary and 75% final) so that participants were incented (1) to pay
attention to the information about their partners’ intentions and (2) to spend more
time making the final decision based on all of the information available (the partner’s
intentions based on the die selected and outcomes based on the result of the die roll).

7 = extremely generous) of their partner before finding out the outcome of the die roll. Those who were not asked to make preliminary allocations rated generosity after making final reward and
punishment decisions. At the end of the study, all participants
rated items that reflected the extent to which they felt close to
their partner. These seven items were adapted from a socialattraction scale (a = 0.90) (Rudman, 1998). They also selfreported the degree to which they remembered their partner’s
die selection and outcomes well (1 = not at all, 7 = extremely).

10.2. Results
We present initial and final allocation decisions below; details
about perceptions of the partner’s generosity and liking are
reported in Appendix C of the Online Supplement.

10.2.1. Allocations
Eliciting preliminary allocations reduced the outcome bias
under joint-evaluation contexts but not in separate-evaluation
contexts. We found a significant three-way interaction across
the framing of evaluation (joint vs. separate), type of outcome
(unintentionally favorable or unfavorable), and preliminary
reward, F(1, 705) = 6.81, p = 0.009, gp2 = 0.009 (see Fig. 4).
There does not appear to be evidence that making preliminary
allocations reduces reliance on outcomes in separate-evaluation
contexts, as there is not a significant interaction between the type
of outcome evaluated and whether participants made preliminary
allocations, B = 0.52, t(705) = 0.48, p = 0.63. Under separate evaluation, the amount of rewards did not differ significantly between
selfish partners and fair partners for both cases when participants
were asked to make preliminary decisions (Mselfish = $3.32,
SDselfish = 4.75, Mfair = $3.78, SDfair = 5.20), B = 0.46, t(705) = 0.60,
p = 0.58, and when participants were not given this reminder
(Mselfish = $2.79, SDselfish = 5.05, Mfair = $3.76, SDfair = 6.17), B = 0.98,
t(705) = 1.31, p = 0.19 (see Table 6).
However, making preliminary allocations mitigated participants’ reliance on outcomes in joint-evaluation contexts, as we
found a significant interaction between the type of outcome evaluated and whether participants made preliminary allocations,
B = 3.42, t(705) = 3.24, p = 0.001. Joint-evaluation rewards were
higher for selfish partners (M = $2.82, SD = 3.76) than for fair partners (M = $0.46, SD = 5.22) when participants were not asked to
make a preliminary allocation, B = 3.29, t(705) = 4.16, p < 0.001.
However, these rewards were not significantly different from one
another when participants were asked to make a preliminary decision (Mselfish = $2.51, SDselfish = 4.94, Mfair = $2.65, SDfair = 5.45),
B = 0.14, t(705) = 0.20, p = 0.85.

Allocation to Partner

$6.00
$5.00
$4.00

Selish Intentions
Favorable Outcomes

$3.00
$2.00

Fair Intentions
Unfavorable Outcomes

$1.00
$0.00
-$1.00
-$2.00

Separate
No Preliminary
Allocation

Separate

Joint

Preliminary
Allocation

Fig. 4. Allocation to partner by condition for Experiment 4. Error bars reflect ±1
standard error from the mean.
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Table 6
Regression results for allocation, reward, and punishment decisions in Study 4.
Variable

Allocation
(1)

Reward
(2)

Punish
(3)

Evaluation mode (0 = separate, 1 = joint)
Intentions (0 = selfish, 1 = fair)
Preliminary decision
(0 = control, 1 = treatment)
Evaluation mode  Intentions
Evaluation mode  preliminary decision
Intentions  preliminary decision
Evaluation mode  preliminary
decision  Intentions
Intercept
Model

4.23***
0.98
0.02

1.23***
0.12
0.21

1.01***
0.43
0.46

4.26***
3.10**
0.52
3.94**

1.37**
1.00*
0.09
1.35*

1.97**
0.17
0.48
1.68*

3.76
Linear

0.79
Logistic

1.09***
Logistic

The table reports unstandardized coefficients for all regressions.
+
p < 0.10.
*
p < 0.05.
**
p < 0.01.
***
p < 0.001.

10.2.2. Percent rewarding
We found a significant three-way interaction across the framing
of evaluation (joint vs. separate), type of outcome (unintentionally
favorable or unfavorable), and preliminary decision, B = 1.35,
Wald v2 = 2.03, p = 0.04, odds ratio = 0.26. When not asked to
make a preliminary decision, joint evaluators were more likely to
reward selfish partners (74%) than fair partners (39%), B = 1.50,
Wald v2 = 4.28, p < 0.001, odds ratio = 4.47, whereas separate evaluators rewarded selfish partners (71%) and fair partners (69%) in
similar proportions, B = 0.12, Wald v2 = 0.39, p = 0.69, odds
ratio = 1.13.
However, after being asked to make a preliminary decision,
joint and separate evaluators acted similarly. Joint evaluators
rewarded selfish partners (73%) and fair partners (68%) in similar
proportions, B = 0.24, Wald v2 = 0.78, p = 0.44, odds ratio = 1.27,
just as separate evaluators rewarded selfish partners (77%) and fair
partners (73%) in similar proportions, B = 0.22, Wald v2 = 0.62,
p = 0.54, odds ratio = 1.24.
10.2.3. Percent punishing
We also found a significant three-way interaction across the
framing of evaluation (joint vs. separate), type of outcome (unintentionally favorable or unfavorable), and preliminary decision,
B = 1.68, Wald v2 = 2.10, p = 0.04, odds ratio = 5.34. When not
asked to make a preliminary decision, joint evaluators were more
likely to punish fair partners (48%) than selfish partners (8%),
B = 2.39, Wald v2 = 4.96, p < 0.001, odds ratio = 0.09, whereas
separate evaluators punished fair partners (25%) and selfish partners (18%) similarly, B = 0.43, Wald v2 = 1.20, p = 0.23, odds
ratio = 0.65.
However, after being asked to make a preliminary decision,
joint evaluators behaved very similarly to separate evaluators.
Joint evaluators punished fair partners (23%) in similar proportion
to selfish partners (19%), B = 0.24, Wald v2 = 0.69, p = 0.49, odds
ratio = 0.79, just as separate evaluators also punished fair partners
(18%) in similar proportion to selfish partners (18%), B = 0.05, Wald
v2 = 0.13, p = 0.90, odds ratio = 1.05.
10.2.4. Initial allocations
An analysis of initial allocations revealed a main effect of the
partner’s intentions, such that participants rewarded fair partners
(M = 5.45, SD = 3.94) more than they did selfish partners
(M = 1.33, SD = 6.20), F(3, 367) = 59.41, p < 0.001, gp2 = 0.33. As
expected, this analysis did not reveal a significant main effect of
the type of evaluation (joint vs. separate) or an interaction between
the type of evaluation and intentions, Fs < 0.72, ps > 0.19,

suggesting that the type of evaluation did not appear to affect
initial allocations made.
10.3. Discussion
When participants were not asked to make preliminary allocations, we obtained the same findings as in Experiments 1–3.
However, making preliminary allocations before discovering the
outcomes effectively mitigated the outcome bias arising from
complex joint-evaluation contexts. As expected, we replicated
findings in Experiments 1 and 2 when participants were not
asked to make preliminary reward decisions; however, when they
made preliminary reward decisions, our findings suggest that
interventions requiring individuals to make judgments prior to
realizing outcomes reduces the outcome bias in joint-evaluation
contexts.
Furthermore, our evidence suggests that although participants
had similar initial judgments of their partners’ intentionality in
both joint- and separate-evaluation contexts, presentation of outcomes overrides individuals’ initial impressions in jointevaluation contexts but not separate-evaluation contexts. We note
that our intervention did not affect final allocations for separate
evaluators, suggesting that separate evaluation does not impair
individuals’ ability to factor initial intentions into their final
judgments.
Beyond providing more information about the mechanism
underlying the finding that joint comparisons can increase the outcome bias, these findings also have practical relevance: requiring
individuals to make judgments prior to realizing outcomes appears
to be an effective intervention for reducing the outcome bias in
joint-evaluation contexts.
11. General discussion and conclusions
Individuals not only neglect information about procedures and
decision quality when facing information about outcomes (Adams,
1965; Deutsch, 1985; Mazzocco, Alicke, & Davis, 2004; Robbennolt,
2000), but they also neglect information about intentions, particularly when making joint comparisons. The present studies specifically investigate how different modes of evaluation affect bias
against intentions and provide a strategy for mitigating this bias.
Our findings suggest that joint-evaluation contexts that present
multiple alternatives exacerbate the outcome bias, making important attributes, such as intentions, more difficult to consider. This
paper has demonstrated that making intentions more salient is
an effective method of mitigating the outcome bias, particularly
in joint-evaluation contexts.
Our findings extend prior research on the outcome bias by
examining the role of intentions and by examining the impact
of different evaluation modes on decision evaluation in a variety
of contexts, including medical and financial decision making as
well as economic games. Experiments 1–3 found that information
about intentions was more influential when participants
evaluated one option at a time as compared to when they
evaluated multiple decisions simultaneously. In fact, we found
that joint evaluation exacerbates the outcome bias, whereas
separate evaluation reduces it. Given that many hiring and
promotion decisions are made jointly, Experiment 4 shows that
managers could overcome the outcome bias by making their
initial evaluations of employees’ decisions before the outcomes
of those decisions are fully known.
These findings that joint evaluation exacerbates the outcome
bias seemingly contradict advice based on prior literature that prescribes joint evaluation as a tool for mitigating decision-making
biases (Bazerman et al., 2011; Bohnet et al., in press; Gino et al.,
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2010). Joint evaluation in prior research provided a comparison
point that highlighted the key differences on one relevant attribute
that was easily ignored in separate-evaluation contexts (Bazerman
et al., 1992; Gino et al., 2010; Hsee et al., 1999; Kahneman et al.,
1993; Nowlis & Simonson, 1997). For example, in Study 5 of Gino
et al. (2010), participants rated the ethicality of a physician’s decisions in which the only dimension that was varied was the outcome of the physician’s actions. In these situations, joint
evaluators were less biased than separate evaluators.
However, joint evaluation can be harmful when (1) attributes
vary on both intentions and outcomes and (2) outcomes are more
salient than intentions. In our case, intentions were more difficult
to infer (e.g., based on selection of Die A or Die B), whereas outcomes were much more salient (e.g., allocations from a die roll).
The results of Experiment 4 provide empirical support for our
hypothesis of the mechanism underlying these results, as making
intentions more salient led joint evaluators to be no more
outcome-biased than separate evaluators. These finding suggest
that these complex joint evaluations led participants to ignore
information about intentions unintentionally.
Taken together, our findings bridge decision-making research
on the outcome bias (Baron & Hershey, 1988; Gino et al., 2012;
Hastie & Dawes, 2001) and management research on organizational justice (Leventhal, 1980; Thibaut & Walker, 1975). Prior
decision-making and psychology research has demonstrated that
individuals tend to take outcome information into account even
if it does not provide any additional information about decision
quality (Allison et al., 1996; Baron & Hershey, 1988). Independently, management scholars have also focused on the role of outcomes and procedures in predicting individuals’ sense of fairness
and justice in a given environment (Brockner & Wiesenfeld,
1996; Cropanzano & Greenberg, 1997; Deutsch, 1985; Leventhal,
1980; Lind & Tyler, 1988; Thibaut & Walker, 1975).
Our findings integrate these literatures by investigating a
relevant factor that influences decision quality and the fairness
of procedures that determine outcomes: intentions. Intentions,
processes, and outcomes vary independently from one another,
and future research is needed to understand how all three factors
interact to influence individuals’ evaluations. Furthermore, the
study of intentions and processes has thus far focused on the
ethical and harmful impacts of neglecting information about
‘‘good” or ‘‘bad” intentions and processes. However, information
about intentions and processes is rarely straightforward (either
good or bad), and actions based on this information have wider
implications beyond harmful or unfair evaluations. Future
research is needed to study how individuals react to more
complex information about intentions and processes and how this
knowledge may also influence evaluations and interpersonal
dynamics in organizations.
Because research has demonstrated that joint evaluation often
encourages deliberate decision making and reduces decisionmaking biases (Bazerman et al., 2011; Gino et al., 2010), more
research is needed to identify the conditions under which joint
evaluations can exacerbate other biases and the boundary
conditions that determine when joint evaluations prove
unhelpful or harmful. For example, does joint evaluation
exacerbate biases in other contexts—beyond the comparison of
intentions and outcomes—where attributes vary on multiple
categories? Additionally, future research is needed to fine-tune
our understanding of the mechanisms driving the outcome bias
under joint evaluation. We propose that joint evaluation can
make some attributes—such as intentions—less salient and thus
more difficult to consider, but different mechanisms may
explain these findings. This knowledge can help researchers
and practitioners more fully understand the benefits and risks
of each mode of evaluation.
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12. Conclusion
People regularly make and receive evaluations. Although reliance on outcomes in these evaluations leads to suboptimal outcomes (Bazerman & Moore, 2013; Hastie & Dawes, 2001), little
research has explored strategies aimed at reducing the failure to
examine intentions. Investigating the effects of different modes
of evaluation on the outcome bias when the decision maker’s
intentions are known, the present research shows that joint evaluation can exacerbate this bias. These findings offer a new perspective on the distinction between joint and separate evaluation and
the conditions under which each improves decision making.

Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.obhdp.2016.07.
001.
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